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IN BRIEF 

This volume of the LLE Review, covering the period July-September 
1990, contains articles in two main sections: ( I )  the OMEGA Upgrade and 
(2) Advanced Technology Developments. The first article in Section 1 
describes the changes in the overall system design of the 60-beam OMEGA 
Upgrade since the release of the OMEGA Upgrade Preliminary Design 
Document in October 1989. It is followed by an article that presents results 
of an investigation into stimulated rotational Raman scattering as it relates 
to the propagation of high-fluence ultraviolet laser beams in the OMEGA 
Upgrade. The third article is a report on the energy-transport measurements 
made on the multisegmented amplifier (MSA), built as aprototype amplifier 
for the original OMEGA Upgrade system configuration. The final article in 
Section 1 describes the design of the 20-cm-clear-aperture, single-seg- 
mented amplifier (SSA), which will be the final amplifier in the current 
OMEGA Upgrade system configuration. Section 2 presents the results to 
date of an intensive in-house effort at LLE to develop the various optical 
coatings required for the OMEGA Upgrade. 

The highlights of this issue are 

The OMEGA Upgrade Preliminary Design Document (Title I docu- 
ment) set forth the design objectives and specifications for a laser 
system capable of delivering approximately 30 kJ of energy onto a 
fusion target, and presented a design that would meet them. Since that 
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document was issued, the design of the OMEGA Upgrade has 1 
undergone several changes, primarily in the configuration of the 
beam-transport system. We present a description of the configuration 1 
changes and an update on the design concepts. 

Laser-fusion drivers, such as the OMEGA laser, require the propaga- 
tion of many high-power laser beams over long paths in air to a target 
chamber. The threshold for certain nonlinear optical processes such 
as stimulated rotational Raman scattering (SRRS) in air depends on 
the product of the laser intensity times the air-interaction length. We 
present the results of preliminary experiments performed on OMEGA d 

I to determine the threshold intensity-length product for the generation 
of SRRS with various types of bandwidth, including smoothing by I 

spectral dispersion (SSD). I 
During the last quarter of 1989 final assembly and checkout were 1 
performed on the 24-cm-aperture MSA. The amplifier consists of two I 

pairs of disk amplifiers, each five disks deep, that share a common I 
central flash-lamp array. We report on the energy-transport measure- 
ments made on the MSA during the first and second quarters of 1990. I 

i 
The OMEGA Upgrade will use as its final amplifier a disk amplifier 
with a single 20-cm clear aperture. A prototype amplifier has been 
designed that incorporates the best aspects of existing disk-amplifier 
designs. In addition, the design emphasizes superior wave-front and 
polarization characteristics, gain over efficiency, and minimum 
maintenance over a lifetime in excess of 20,000 shots. This article 
describes that amplifier and its projected performance. 

The OMEGA Upgrade has dictated development of improved coating 
technologies at LLE. We report on coatings using standard evaporation 
methods and on those using an ion-assisted deposition (IAD) tech- 
nique. Development of a sol-gel coating capability and related damage- 
test results are also reported for various substrates. Finally, devel- 
opment of an etching technique for distributed phase plates (DPP's) 
that can handle substantially higher fluences than previous designs is 
described. 
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The OMEGA Upgrade Project will formally begin in FY91. The management team is 
shown standing behind a 1/12 scale model of the 60-beam, soccerball-shaped, target- 
mirror structure. From left to right they are: Dr. Thomas Boehly, Chief Engineer; 
Terrance Kessler, Requirements Review Board Chairperson: Steven A. Kumpan, 
Project Director; Robert Hutchison. Segment Manager for Beam Transport and 
Control Systems: and Samuel Morse. Segment Manager for Laser Systems. 



Section 1 
THE OMEGA UPGRADE 

l.A OMEGA Upgrade System Design Update 

The OMEGA Upgrade Preliminary Design Document (Title I document), 
which was submitted to DOE in October 1989, set forth the design 
objectives and specifications for a laser system capable of delivering 
approximately 30 kJ of energy onto a fusion target, and presented a design 
that would meet thern.l Since that document was issued, the design of the 
OMEGA Upgrade has undergone several changes as a result of ongoing 
analysis. Some of the changes were necessary reconfigurations in the 
system layout while others were refinements of detailed design. The 
changes described herein have not altered the specifications to which the 
laser must perform, and these are summarized in Table 44.1. 

The primary design change occurred in the configuration of the beam- 
transport system, which is all of the optical components between the 
frequency-conversion crystals and the target. This change was necessary to 
reduce the possibility of generating stimulated rotational Raman scattering 
(SRRS) in the high-powered 351-nm beams. The difference between the 
old and new beam-transport configurations is evident in the comparison of 
Fig. 44.1 and Fig. 44.2. In the new configuration the beams pass through 
the blue relays and straight into the target bay, eliminating the end and 
injection mirrors that were located in the laser bay. This raises the intensity 
threshold for SRRS in two ways: a reduction in the path length in air from 
the frequency-conversion crystals to target by the addition of blue relays, 
which provide a long vacuum path, and the reduction of beam fluence due 
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to the 1.15X magnification of the relays. The stage C-D beam-splitting area I 

was reconfigured in order to reduce the potential of mirror damage due to 
beam modulations induced by smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD). I 

, 
This new system layout also allows room for the oscillators and driver lines 

I 

I 
I 

in the laser bay. (The previous design placed these systems in the capacitor 
bay below the laser bay.) Additional changes that result from this 1 
reconfiguration will be outlined here as well. I 

i 

Table 44.1: Performance goals of the OMEGA Upgrade system. 

Main Pulse Foot Pulse 

Beam area (cm2) 32 1 7 1 
Temporal shape Gaussian Half-Gaussian 
Crystal thickness L (cm) 0.76 1.6 

t 

UV FWHM (ns) 0.50 0.75 3 .O 5.0 

IR FWHM (ns) 0.56 0.9 3.3 5.56 
Nominal IR intensity on crystal I ,  ( G W / C ~ ~ )  5.47 3.38 0.98 0.98 
Normalized IR intensity of most intense ray(a) 5.14 3.18 4.08 4.08 
Operating point of most intense raytb) M~ M2 F F 
Frequency-conversion efficiency (%) 80 70 75 75 
IR energy-per-beam on to crystals (J) 977 977 116 194 
UV energy-per-beam out of crystals (J) 782 684 87 146 
UV energy-per-beam on target (J)(c) 564 493 62.7 105 
Average U V  energy loading after crystals (J/cm2) 2.4 2.1 1.2 2.1 
AR damage fluence for full Gaussian ( ~ / c m ~ )  3.8 6.8 
Peak UV power on target (TW) 63.5 37.1 2.4 2.4 
Total UV energy on target (kJ) 33.8 29.6 3.8 6.3 

Truncated UV energy on target ( k ~ ) ( ~ )  27.1 23.7 3.8 6.3 

("1 0.9394 I ,  (~10.76)~. See Fig. 39.3, LLE Review 39, 120 (1989). 
(b) See Fig. 39.3, LLE Review 39, 120 (1989). 
(c) Assumes a 9% transport loss and a DPP efficiency of 79% (into the central disk of the focal spot). 
(d) With truncation of the last 20% of the main-pulse UV energy. 

Oscillator and Driver Lines 
The redesign of the C and D split area has allowed room in the laser bay 

for the oscillators and driver lines. They have been moved from the 
capacitor bays beneath the laser bay up to the main laser-bay floor. The old 
and new configurations are depicted in Figs. 44.1 and 44.2. 

The relocation of these components has reduced the path length between 
the driver lines and the A split area and has also reduced cost by decreasing 
the number of optics required. 
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Fig. 44.1 
Old OMEGA Upgrade layout. 

Injection/ distribution 
mirror structure 

I 

Stage D Stages E-F FCC's Blue relay / sensor 

Laser bay Target bay 

Fig. 44.2 
New OMEGA Upgrade layout. 
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C and D Split Area 
High-order spatial frequencies from diffraction and SSD modulation I 

effects can cause nonuniformities in the beam (hot spots). If not controlled, 
the intensity of these hot spots, which increases with the distance from an I 

I 

image plane, can exceed the damage thresholds of the optical coatings used 
in the OMEGA Upgrade. To reduce the risk of damage from these I 

modulation effects, a new C and D beam-splitting area has been designed 
that significantly reduces the path length from the relay output lenses to the 
image planes and eliminates 20 mirrors and their mounts from this portion 
of the laser system. 

i 
r' 

In the new design (see Fig. 44.2), just after the 64-mm stage-B amplifi- 
ers, three vertical groups of five beams are relayed to the stage-B spatial 
filters. These filters magnify each beam by 1.46, then relay them to the 
90-mm stage-C amplifiers. After these amplifiers, the stage-C spatial filters 
relay the beam with no magnification to the stage-C output-mirror struc- I 

tures. At that point, 50% beam splitters divide each beam into two equal 
components, traveling either north or south and remaining arranged vertically ! 
(as shown in Fig. 44.3). 1 

Half of the beams then encounter the stage-C end mirror, which has a 
99.5% reflection coefficient. The 0.5% transmitted energy is used for the 
alignment-sensor package that will be a modified beam-diagnostic package 
from OMEGA. These alignment-sensor packages will perform alignment 
and energy measurements in stages A, B, and C. After the 50% beam 
splitters and the end mirrors, the 30 beams pass through the stage-C 1:l 
relays, spatial-filter assemblies without pinholes. 

At the output of the driver lines, images from driver-line gratings and 
apodizers are merged to form a single reference image. This primary image 
plane is propagated via the spatial filters and relays through the folding and 
splitting area. This final split divides the 30 beams into 60 beams. The 
beams are then directed to the stage-D amplifiers while maintaining 
nominally equal path lengths. 

The new configuration requires that four clusters be elevated in order to 
maintain the shortest path length and to avoid having beams hitting 
mechanical components. To do this, vertical spacers were added to the 
appropriate support structures. The layout of the new C and D split area, as 
seen from floor level facing east, is shown in Fig. 44.4. 

This new design has reduced the diffraction modulations at the output of 
the stage-C relays, and the SSD-induced modulation within the C and D 
split area has been cut in half. The cost benefit of the new configuration is 
the elimination of 20 mirrors along with their associated mounts and control 
systems. 



Beams from C amps 
----- 

Beams from C amps 

Beams from C amps 

Beams to  E amps 

N 

T o  clusters 5 and 6 

E5676 

Fig. 44.3 
Layout showing the direction of beam propagation and the location of the alignment-sensor packages 
(ASP'S) after the C-mirrors. 
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Fig. 44.4 
Stage C and D split area as seen from the alignment-sensor packages (ASP'S) looking toward the target bay. 

Beam Transport and Blue Relays 
The Title Isystem configuration shown in Fig. 44.1 has a beam-transport 

system that emulates the existing OMEGA beam transport and includes 
four mirrors per beam from the frequency-conversion crystals to the target- 
focus lenses. The configuration also incorporates all of the necessary 
alignment and diagnostic sensors in the laser bay. In the new configuration 
shown in Fig. 44.2, the end mirrors, which fold the beams to the injection 
mirrors in the center of the laser bay, were eliminated, thus the blue relays 
could be included in a straight-line configuration. This required a complete 
reconfiguration of the target-area mirrors, resulting in an injection and 
distribution mirror per beam in the target bay. The final target mirrors are 
located on the outside of the target-mirror structure as before. Inclusion of 
the blue relays also forced the creation of an alignment/diagnostic sensor 
subsystem that is integrated with the blue relays. An additional objective of 
the redesign exercise was to keep the number of large optical components 
per beam to a minimum. 

In the original Title I design, the distance in air between the frequency- 
conversion crystals and the focus lenses was sufficient to possibly allow 
SRRS to cause an undesirable level of modulation of the beam. In addition, 
it is desirable to image the frequency-conversion crystals to the target 
mirrors to reduce the possibility of damage due to SSD modulations. The 
blue relays, which have a 17-m-long vacuum tube, will reduce SRRS in the 
UV beams propagated to the target chamber by reducing the total path 
length in air and by expanding the beam to reduce fluence. These relays 
transfer the image at the frequency-conversion crystals to aplane between 
the target mirrors and the focus lenses. In addition to image relaying, the 
blue relays also support beam alignment and diagnoqtic sensors. The blue- 
relay design concept is shown in Fig. 44.5. 
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lens tip angle = 0.36' 

E5677 

b- B1fnif?y y 4  
17,766 mm 

Fig. 44.5 
Diagram of the blue image relays showing the integration of the alignment and harmonic-energy 
diagnostics. 

The threshold for SRRS depends on the product of the beam intensity, 
the path length in air, and the bandwidth ofthe beam. The new configuration, 
which includes the blue relays, reduces the path length in air for the UV 
beam from 40 m to 23 m and expands the beam by a factor of 1.15 (thus 
reducing the beam intensity by 25%). These changes have raised the 
intensity threshold at which SRRS will occur to above the operating 
intensity of the upgraded OMEGA l a ~ e r . ~ ? 3  

Since the alignment and harmonic-energy diagnostics are incorporated 
in the blue-relay assemblies, it is not possible to use a pinhole to filter out 
the higher-order spatial frequencies. Furthermore, the unconverted red and 
green energy that is nearly focused at the pinhole plane would damage the 
pinhole and blow off unwanted debris in the vacuum. However, the 
improvement in the design due to the increase in the SRRS threshold and 
the elimination of 60 large mirrors far outweighs this drawback. 

The alignment-sensor package on the blue relay will be used for beam 
pointing, centering, and pinhole alignment (at 1.054 pm) for stages D, E, 
and F. The blue alignment-sensor package is designed to be achromatic at 
1.054 p m  and 0.351 pm. Using two-dimensional image sensors, it will 
detect beam pointing and centering locations, and image processing will be 
done by the alignment computers. The accuracy will be - 1 prad, as required 
for targeting. 
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The current concept for beam alignment from the frequency-conversion 
crystals to target uses a continuous-wave (cw), mode-locked, Q-switched, 
amplified laser, which is frequency tripled at the crystals to provide a UV 
beam for alignment. Computer-controlled rotating wave plates would be ~ 
adjusted to send all of this energy down one or two of the beamlines. 
Auxiliary optics are required in the stage-F spatial filter to down-collimate 
the beam to achieve the necessary intensity for frequency conversion. 
Consistency in beam pointing would then be verified using the blue 
alignment-sensor package. An advantage of this technique would be the 
ability to check the angle tuning of the frequency-conversion crystals 1 

I 
without performing full-system shots. I 

Once the laser beamlines are aligned in the IR, the UV-alignment beam 
is co-aligned with the red beam using the blue alignment-sensor package 
and transported to the target-mirror structure by the injection and distribution 
mirrors. The specific centering technique for this beam has yet to be 
determined, but image acquisition and processing will be used to determine 
its centering accuracy at the target mirror to within +1 mm. Final target 
alignment can be accomplished by reflecting the beam off the target and 
back to auxiliary optics located in the focal plane of the blue relay, which 

Fig. 44.6 then reflect the retum beam into the blue alignment-sensor package. The 

Alignment-sensing strategy showing the auxiliary optics could consist of a polarizer, a quarter-Wave plate, and a 
arrangement of the comer-cube assembly. comer-cube reflector, as shown in Fig. 44.6. 
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Harmonic-Energy Diagnostics 
In order to monitor system performance, it will be necessary to sepa- 

rately measure the energy of the main and foot pulses in the co-propagated 
beam. The alignment-sensor packages, located after the stage-C end 
mirrors, will use calorimeters to separately measure the whole-beam IR 
energy in the foot and main pulses. Energy measurements made after the 
frequency-conversion crystals will be performed with the harmonic-energy 
diagnostics, a new version of the existing multiwavelength energy-sensing 
system4 that utilizes two separate but coaxial integrating spheres, one each 
for the main and foot pulses. To meet the energy-balance specifications for 
the laser, the diagnostics must provide measurements of the UV energy on 
target that have an accuracy of 1%-2%. For power balance, the performance 
of the frequency-conversion crystals must also be monitored. To do this, the 
harmonic-energy diagnostics must measure the IR, green, and UV energies 
emerging from the crystals. A 4% reflection of the beam, from the first 
surface of the blue-relay output lens, will be injected into an integrating 
sphere containing four detectors with filters selected to measure each of 
three wavelengths: 0.35 1 pm, 0.527 pm, and 1.054 pm. At 0.351 pm, two 
detectors will supply redundant measurements. 

The calibration of the harmonic-energy diagnostics will be accom- 
plished using the SCI-Tech volume-absorbing calorimeters currently used 
as references in OMEGA. This technique involves tuning the frequency- 
conversion crystals to IR and using that beam-energy measurement as a 
baseline for successive measurements as the frequency-conversion crystals 
are tuned to green and UV. 

Coatings 
The laser system contains a large number of optics that require various 

types of coatings on one or more surfaces. Ongoing work in the Thin Film 
Technologies Group has demonstrated the ability to deposit coatings on 
small optics with damage thresholds satisfying the requirements of the laser 
system.5 Viable designs have also been conceived for the transport optics 
and distributed phase plates. The article in Section 2 of this issue provides 
an in-depth report on the advances in those technologies. 

Power Conditioning 
The new power-conditioning system will provide significantly improved 

control of individual amplifiers than that currently used on OMEGA. While 
employing new approaches and designs, much of the existing OMEGA 
hardware will be reused. Each power-conditioning unit will have its own 
charging supply to facilitate individual control of the charge voltage. 
Instructions will be relayed from a single-host computer, via a three- 
conductor fiber-optic network, to a micro-controller located in each power- 
conditioning unit. The fiber-optic network has three lines: a communica- 
tions line, an interlock line (the Ready Line), and a fire-synchronization- 
signal line. The power-conditioning units will be organized as eight groups 
connected in individual loops to serial ports on the host computer. One loop 
will control the driver lines, the second will control the stages-A-C 
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amplifiers, and the other six will each control a single cluster of the stages- 1 
D-F amplifiers. Each micro-controller will be able to monitor interlock and 

, 
I 

status signals and relay that information back to the host computer. 

In addition to building new rod power-conditioning units, existing i 
OMEGA rod units will be modified to incorporate individual chargers and 
micro-controllers. For the single-segmented amplifiers, the design will be 
similar except that pre-ionization lamp-check circuits will be added. The 

b 
specification for the single-segmented amplifier pulse-forming networks I 

(PFN) are shown in Table 44.11. 1 

Table 44.11: Specifications for the single-segmented amplifier (SSA), pulse- 
forming networks (PFN's). 

15-cm 20-cm 
Amplifier Amplifier 

Linear resistance (ma)  120 120 
Pulse width (PSI 550 550 
Inductance (pH) 160 160 
Capacitance ( m u  210 2 10 
Charge voltage (v)  14,162 14,102 
Stored energy 

PFN (J) 2 1,059 20,88 1 

head (J) 252,708 334,096 

E5684 

Control Systems 
The OMEGA Upgrade will require over 2000 control channels for 

devices such as mirrors, positioners, shutters, etc. There are three main 
groups of devices to be controlled: two-state devices such as shutters and 
flip-ins; single-motor devices such as rotating wave plates; and dual-motor 
devices such as pinhole manipulators and mirror positioners. The current 
OMEGA alignment system is based on a computer-automated measure- 
ment and control (CAMAC) interface that employs multiplexed stepper- 
motor drivers to control the analog devices and digital input/output (110) 
devices to control the two-state devices. With ten times more devices to 
control, this approach becomes impractical due to the cost of cable installation 
and maintenance alone. 

Several alternative approaches have been considered in terms of func- 
tion and expense. The three most viable systems are a distributed CAMAC 
system, a distributed VERSAbus Motorola European (VME) system, and 
a serial network consisting of custom intelligent local device controllers. 
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An analysis of these systems shows that the serial network has significant 
cost advantages over the other two configurations; the primary savings are 
from the substitution of dc motors for stepper motors and the reduction of 
cabling requirements. 

The serial network would be the backbone for a number of small, 
strategically positioned networks in the laser and target bays. Each intelli- 
gent controller would be linked to the network by low-cost coaxial cable, 
which is also simple to install. Each major device type will have a controller 
that employs a standard communications protocol being developed at LLE. 
A proposed layout is shown in Fig. 44.7. 

1 Alignment computer I 

I 
Mirror Dual-motor 

Flip in controller 

Rotating Single-motor 
wave controller with Dual-motor 

feed back 

Two-state controller F 

Fig. 44.7 In contrast to the systems currently in use, the new controllers will 
Functional diagram of the control-system continuously monitor, report, and adjust the state of the device each 
strategy using a serial loop. controls. A clear advantage is simplicity since any anomalous behavior of 

the device is handled by the local controller without intervention of the host 
computer, which is ultimately notified via the serial network. This will 
greatly improve the response time to these events and relieve the host 
computer of most of the control processing. The serial nature ofthe network 
lends itself to easy expansion; adding a device is simply a matter of 
connecting the new device to the network and adding a subroutine to the 
host control program. 
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Summary 
I 

The new design was necessary to minimize the effects of SRRS on the I 
uniformity of the beam. This was accomplishedprimarily by reconfiguration 
of the beam-transport mirrors and the addition of the blue relays, which 
facilitated the mounting of the energy and alignment diagnostics. The 

I 

relocation of the oscillators and driver lines has made for a more compact 
configuration that is less costly and easier to operate and align. The 
refinements to the harmonic-energy diagnostics, power conditioning, and i 

control-system designs are cost-effective solutions to some of the problems 
inherent to the original design. Completion of these new designs has 

b 

provided a basis upon which better cost estimates and scheduling can be 
made. Our efforts will now concentrate on refining these designs and 
ultimately subjecting them to a final design review, expected to take place 
about one year after Upgrade Project funds are released to LLE. 
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l .B Stimulated Rotational Raman Scattering in Air 

Laser-fusion drivers, such as the OMEGA laser, require the propagation of 
many high-power laser beams over long paths in air to a target chamber. 
The threshold for certain nonlinear optical processes such as stimulated 
rotational Raman scattering (SRRS) in air1-4 depends on the product of the 
laser intensity times the air-interaction length. Due to the high laser 
intensity-length products envisioned for the ultraviolet beams of the OMEGA 
Upgrade, the possibility of generating forward SRRS in air is of utmost 
concern. Moreover, schemes such as smoothing by spectral dispersion 
(SSD)~  used to smooth the intensity distribution on target require the use 
of large optical bandwidths. The effects of certain bandwidths on the 
stimulated scattering process have been discussed by others; however, the 
effects of SSD on the SRRS process have only recently been inve~tigated.~ 
Preliminary experiments have been performed on OMEGA to determine 
the threshold intensity-length product for the generation of SRRS with 
various types of bandwidth, including SSD. 
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Theory 
The scattering of light has been studied extensively over the last 100 

years. Spontaneous light scattering occurs when optical radiation travels 
through a medium and is scattered by fluctuations in the refractive index 
brought about by random local material excitations within the medium. 
With the invention of the laser, a new type of scattering phenomena known 
as stimulated scattering was discovered. In stimulated scattering the 
spontaneously scattered radiation field can be strong enough to beat with 
the incident field and coherently drive the material excitation. Stimulated 
scattering occurs in high-intensity light beams of small divergence, and the 
spectrum of scattered light is significantly narrowed. 

SRRS in air is a nonlinear process where the material excitation involves 
transitions between the molecular rotational levels of the molecules in the 
air. Since air is 80% nitrogen, the problem is approximated by scattering 
from N2 molecules. The process can be modeled by including a nonlinear 
polarization term PNL in the optical wave equation to account for the 
response of the medium to the optical fields present in the ~ n e d i u m . ~  The 
optical wave equation for the total electric field E (i.e., the sum of the laser 
and scattered fields) in the medium is given by 

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n is the refractive index, as- 
sumed here to be independent of frequency. 

To determine the material equation that describes the response of the 
medium to the optical fields, we write the energy U of the interaction be- 
tween the polarizability a of an N2 molecule and the local electric field E 
as 

The force F (torque) driving the rotational oscillation is then given by 

where Q is the rotational coordinate of the molecule. The collection of these 
localized rotational oscillations gives rise to a propagating optical phonon 
wave in the medium. We assume that the rotational oscillations are 
harmonic, giving the equation of motion for the rotational coordinate Q as 
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where OR is the resonance frequency of the rotational oscillation, p is the 
i 
I 

reduced mass of the system, and the right-hand side of this equation is the I 
force (torque) driving the rotational oscillations. In this equation, a damping 
term (second term on the left) has been added phenomenologically where 
T is the damping constant or linewidth for the Raman process. The 
nonlinear polarization inEq. (1) can be obtained by expanding the electronic 
polarizability (2. of the medium in a Taylor series in one of its rotational 

I 
coordinates and writing the i rh component of the polarization P, of the medium 
in the form . 
where N is the number of molecules taking part in the interaction. The 
nonlinear polarization of the medium in Eq. (1) can be approximated by the 
second term on the right in the above equation. (The first term is the linear 
term giving rise to the ordinary index of refraction of the medium.) The 
equation of motion for the optical phonon wave [Eq. (4)] along with the 
optical wave equation [Eq. (I)], form a set of coupled nonlinear differential 
equations for the optical fields and molecular rotations. When appropriate 
boundary conditions are applied, these equations describe the stimulated 
rotational Raman process in detail. 

To solve the above equations we assume that the laser and Stokes fields 
(for simplicity, we assume only one Stokes field is present) can be 
represented by plane-wave expansions with slowly varying amplitudes 
[i.e., Ei = 112 A; exp(ikiz - iuit) + cc, with i = L for the laser field and i = S 
for the Stokes field] and similarly for the material wave [i.e., Q = 112 Q 
exp(ikRz - iuRt) + cc]. If we substitute these into the above equations and 
keep only those terms that are properly phase matched, we obtain the set of 
coupled wave-amplitude equations 

d 1 d 
-As(z,t)+--As(z,t) =- - 
dz vs dt nc ( 1  0 * ( A  ( z )  (6b) 

In deriving these equations we have assumed conservation of energy 
( u L  - us = u R )  and the phase-matching condition kL- kS = kR. It can be seen 
from Eq. (6c) that the material response 0 is driven by the beating of the 
laser and Stokes fields. 
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The above coupled wave-amplitude equations can be solved if we 
assume that the laser field is nondepleted. The steady-state solution 
(neglecting time derivatives) for the Stokes intensity can be calculated by 
neglecting the first equation above and assuming the laser field to be 
constant in the second and third equations. The result gives 

where we have used the definition of the intensity for wave i 

IS(0) is the noise field to be amplified by the nonlinear process, L is the 
interaction length, and 

is the steady-state gain coefficient for rotational Raman scattering. The gain 
coefficient can also be expressed in terms of a spontaneous scattering cross 
section; however, this gain coefficient can be measured and is known and 
tabulated for many  material^.^ From Eq. (7), it can be seen that Raman 
scattering is similar to a pure gain process with an exponential gain coeffi- 
cient proportional to the pump-laser-intensity-length product. If the pulse 
width of the pump laser is of the order of the response time of the medium 
then a steady-state solution is not valid and a transient solution must be used. 
The above equations can be solved (again assuming a nondepleted pump) to 
give the transient solution7 

for the intensity of the Stokes field in the medium where zR = 1/T is the 
response time for SRRS. 

In Eqs. (7) and (9), the most difficult input parameter to model is the noise 
intensity Is (0, t) that seeds the interaction at z = 0 and grows into the output 
Stokes signal. This noise intensity is due to spontaneous Raman scattering of 
pump-laser photons into the Stokes wave. Only those noise photons scattered 
into a small frequency interval and small solid angle in the forward direction 
will experience appreciable gain throughout the interaction length. For 
typical experimental conditions, the pump-laser intensity (ILh) needed to 
reach SRRS threshold can be obtained by setting the argument of the 
exponential in Eq. (9) equal to 30 giving 
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This definition of threshold can be interpreted as the pump-laser intensity 1 
required for the Stokes intensity to grow to 1 % of the pump-laser intensity I 
(i.e., 1, = 0.01 1, lh ). From this analysis, the noise intensity Is (0, t )  in Eq. (9) 
that seeds the SRRS process can be approximated as I 

For short pulses, Eq. (9) with Eq. (1 1) can be used to approximate the Stokes 1 
signal generated by an intense laser beam propagating over a long air path. L 

I 

The above discussion assumed that the optical fields could be represented I 

as plane waves with slowly varying amplitudes. The analysis should also 
hold for an input field with a bandwidth A o d u e  to phase modulation. For the 
case of a large phase-modulated bandwidth A o  >> zi l ,one should not use 
t  = do-' as the time in the transient gain formula Eq. (9); although the phase I 

ofthe pump laser is changing with time, the noise field that seeds the Raman 
process and experiences the highest gain throughout the process will be that 
which has a phase modulation replicating the phase modulation of the pump 
laser. Hence, the result is that the threshold for SRRS is independent of 
bandwidth for a phase-modulated input pump beam. 

The above analysis assumed only a single Stokes field was present. In a 
diatomic gas such as the nitrogen molecules in air, the quantum-selection 
rules allow the rotational quantum number J to change by 0 and k2. For 
AJ = 0 the gain for SRRS is 0, and for AJ = -2 the gain is negative. Hence, 
for positive SRRS gain, only the AJ = +2 transitions (S transitions) will 
contribute. The spectrum of SRRS will then consist of discrete lines spaced 

by 

from the pump laser, where B is the rotational constant equal to 2 cm-I 
for nitrogen. 1 

Experimental Results 
To determine the effects of pure phase-modulated bandwidth on the 

SRRS process, the gratings in the OMEGA driver line were removed, and 
the LiNb03 electro-optic modulator was used to impose a sinusoidal phase 
modulation with 8.45-GHz modulation frequency onto the beam. This 
phase-modulated pulse was then amplified by one beamline of the OMEGA 
laser. The frequency-tripled output from this beamline was down-colli- 
mated to a 5-cm beam diameter and propagated over a distance of 35 m in 
air. At the end of the path the beam was analyzed with a I-m Spex 
spectrometer having a 1200-lineslmm grating used in second order. The 
energy of the beam was varied up to 20 J per pulse and measured with 
calibrated detectors. 
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The spectroscopic data was recorded with Kodak Aerographic Duplicat- 
ing Film 4421 with a peak spectral sensitivity near 350 nm. To calibrate the 
film, a wedged etalon provided calibrated laser pulses varying in energy. 
The etalon was coated for 70% reflection on each side, yielding a factor-of- 
2 change in intensity between successive pulses transmitted through the 
tilted etalon and sent to the film. The film was then digitized with a 
microdensitometer and a density-log-intensity (D-log-I) curve was con- 
structed giving a usable peak film density of -4. This enabled detection of 
the faint Stokes and anti-Stokes lines while not saturating the fundamental 
laser line. 

A typical Raman spectrum is shown in Fig. 44.8, where the laser line at 
AV = 0 was intentionally saturated to better illustrate the SRRS spectrum. 
In this spectrum, the four strong Raman lines on the Stokes side of the laser 
can be identified as the S(6), S(8), S(9), and S(10) lines from nitrogen. The 
corresponding second Stokes and anti-Stokes lines of these transitions can 
also be seen. In addition to these four lines, several other lines can be 
identified corresponding to other rotational levels as well as lines due to the 
scattering off more than one rotational level. Note that odd J-value tran- 
sitions, such as the S(9) and others not previously reported, are clearly seen 
in the Stokes and anti-Stokes spectra. The overall envelope to this spectrum 

Fig. 44.8 
Raman spectrum showing several of the S is due to scattering of the highly saturated laser radiation in the film 

transitions nitrogen in air. The pump laser emulsion. This envelope disappears when the film is not saturated with 
- - 

saturated the film at Av = 0. laser light. 

Frequency shift (cm-1) 
G2946 
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To measure the threshold for SRRS, spectra from several laser pulses 
were processed to obtain the Raman Stokes energy for each laser pulse. The 
film was first linearized in intensity using the D-log-I calibration curves 
described above. The energy on the film was then integrated along the 
spectrometer exit-slit direction to produce a calibrated intensity profile of 
the Raman spectra similar to the saturated profile of Fig. 44.8. The area 
under the laser line on the spectra was then compared to the area under all 
the Stokes lines giving the ratio of laser energy scattered into all the Stokes 
lines. The measured laser energy was then used to calculate the energy 
scattered into all of the Stokes lines. 

In Fig. 44.9, the percent of Stokes energy generated is plotted versus the 
pump-laser-intensity-length product. The near-field intensity profiles of 
the laser pulses were also recorded on film and indicate that the beam had 
many intensity "hot spots" within the beam aperture. The laser-intensity- 
length product plotted in Fig. 44.9 is the laser energy measured with the 
calibrated detectors, multiplied by the interaction length, divided by the 
pulse width and beam area, and multiplied by a parameter to account for the 
intensity hot spots in the beam. In Fig. 44.9, the percent of Raman Stokes 
energy generated is the ratio of the area under the Stokes lines in the spectra 
to that of the pump. Figure 44.9 shows the SRRS threshold for three 
different bandwidths at 351 nm: no phase-modulated bandwidth 
( A  A = 0 cm-I), 1.37 cm-1, and4.28 cm-1. The solid curve in Fig. 44.9 is the 

Fig. 44.9 
Threshold for SRRS in air with cm-l ,  theoretical calculation of the percent of Stokes energy generated [from 

1.37 cm-l, and 4.28 cm-l of phase-modulated E ~ s .  (9) and (1 1 )  assuming the same Stokes pulse width and beam area as 
bandwidth. the pump laser] plotted versus the pump-laser-intensity-length product. 

Intensity-length product (TW/cm) 
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The wavelength dependence of the gain coefficient g has been calculated3 
and for 35 1 nm in air is -7.5 cmKW (see for example, Fig. 2 of Ref. 3). The 
remaining parameters used in this calculation that give the best fit to the 
data are IJO, t) from Eq. (1 I), the laser pulse width t = 500 ps, the response 
time for SRRS zR = 133 ps,278 and the interaction length L = 35 m. A hot- 
spot parameter of 2 was used for all of the data points. From Fig. 44.9 we 
note that the threshold for SRRS in air is unaffected by the introduction of 
up to 4.28 cm-l of phase-modulated bandwidth. 

To test the effect of SSD on the SRRS process, SSD was installed on the 
OMEGA laser and the above experiment was repeated. The angular 
spectral dispersion of the beam used in the experiment was 74 pradlcm-I at 
35 1 nm in one dimension at the output of the down collimator. The virtual 
image of the second grating (after taking into consideration the image 
relaying throughout the OMEGA beamline and the down collimator) was 
located at a distance of -2.5 m before the beginning of the 35-m, down- 
collimated beam path. For example, with an appliedSSD bandwidthof 3.80 
cm-l the divergence of the beam is 282 prad inone direction, due to angular 
spectral dispersion, and diffraction limited in the orthogonal direction. This 
bandwidth increases the beam area at the end of the path by -28% and 
provides "smoothing" of the beam-intensity profile.5 All other parameters 
of the experiment were identical to the pure phase-modulated bandwidth 
above. 

Fig. 44.10 
Threshold for SRRS in air with cm.l, Figure 44.10 shows the threshold for SRRS with and without SSD. In 
1.37 crn-1, 2.18 Cm-1, and 3.80 Cm-1 of phase- this figure four different bandwidths are shown: no SSD bandwidth 
modulated bandwidth with SSD. ( A A  = 0 cm-l), 1.37 cm-l, 2.18 cm-I, and 3.80 cm-l. To obtain the laser- 

Theoretical 
Ah = 0 cm-1 0 Without SSD 
Ah= 1.37 cm-'A (no SSD) 

Ah = 3.80 cm-1. 

0 4 8 12 16 
Intensity-length product (TW/cm) 

G2926 
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intensity-length product for the data in this figure, the laser intensity was 
integrated over the beam path, i.e., 

to account for the applied angular spectral dispersion. For best fit to the 
data, the same parameters as above were used in the no-bandwidth theoreti- 
cal calculation (solid curve) and a hot-spot parameter of 3 was used for all 
of the data points. (Due to the increased divergence of the laser with SSD, 
larger pinholes were used in the spatial filters resulting in an increase in the 
intensity modulation of the beam.) It can be seen from Fig. 44.10 that the 
threshold for SRRS increased for 1.37 cm-l of SSD bandwidth. In addition, 
for 2.18 cm-1 and 3.80 cm-1 of SSD bandwidth, no SRRS signal was 
recorded when the pump laser intensity-length product was above the no- 
bandwidth threshold for SRRS. 

We conclude from the excellent theoretical fit to the data that the simple 
models for SRRS hold for our experimental conditions. In particular, SRRS 
generated by the frequency-tripled output from a large Nd:glass laser is 
seeded by the usual noise mechanisms; a transient solution for laser pulses 
of 500-ps pulse width is appropriate; and the SRRS gain coefficient is 
-7.5 cmFW at 351 nm. The threshold for SRRS is unaffected by the 
application of up to 4.28 cm-1 of pure phase-modulated bandwidth with 
8.45-GHz modulation frequency. The threshold for SRRS, on the other 
hand, increases with as little as 1.37 cm-l of SSD bandwidth. 
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1.C Energy Transport Measurements 
in a Multisegmented Amplifier (MSA) 

During the last quarter of 1989 final assembly and checkout were performed 
on the 24-cm-aperture multisegmented amplifier (MSA). The MS A in final 
assembly is shown in Fig. 44.1 1. The amplifier consists of two pairs of disk 
amplifiers, each five disks deep, that share a common central flash-lamp 
array. The MSA configuration reduces the ratio of reflector material to 
Nd:glass. Since flash lamps reabsorb and re-emit their own light with less 
than unity efficiency and reflectors are never perfect, the MSA central array 
is expected to be more efficient at pumping the disks, thereby raising the 
amplifier storage efficiency. This is highly desirable for long-pulse laser 
systems, where system efficiency is of paramount interest and the appropri- 
ate figure of merit is dollars-per-focusable joule. 

During the course of this work, the importance of power balance on 
target became known.' While the MSA architecture is eminently suitable 
for a multimegajoule fusion laser facility2 (such as the NOVA Upgrade) 
where one MSA amplifies one beam consisting of up to 16 beamlets, in the 
OMEGA Upgrade one MSA would amplify four independent beams. 
Because each of these beams requires independent gain adjustability to 
obtain power balance, which is difficult with the MSA, the decision was 
made to use single-beam amplifiers in the OMEGA Upgrade. Therefore, 
the MSA was completed as an important contribution to the NOVA 
Upgrade and the technology used as a first step in the development of disk 
amplifiers for the OMEGA Upgrade. Here we report on the energy- 
transport measurements made on the MSA during the first and second 
quarters of 1990. 

Amplifier Description 
The MSA is shown in more detail in Fig. 44.12. The individual 3.3-cm- 

thick phosphate-glass disks have a 24-cm clear aperture. This is 4 cm larger 
than necessary for a single beam since the amplifier is designed to be 
angularly double passed as shown in Fig. 44.13. The angle between the 
entering and exiting beams is 20 mrad. All testing of the amplifier was 
performed in this configuration. The disks were elliptically masked pre- 
senting a circular aperture to the beams in order to avoid pumping unused 
glass. 
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Fig. 44.1 1 
The MSA amplifier under assembly in a class-100 clean room. A pair of disks in their 
frame is being lowered into the amplifier. The four apertures are visible at the top of 
the amplifier frame. Some of the five disks for each beam are visible in the 
foreground. 

The amplifier contains 160 N2-cooled, 1.9-cm bore Xenon flash lamps 
with a 58-cm arc length. The lamps are oriented vertically to avoid 
interference with the disk ends thereby permitting closer packing of the 
lamps to the disks. There are 80 lamps in the interior array positioned on 
1-in. centers and 40 lamps in each of the exterior arrays positioned on 2-in. 
centers. There are no reflectors between the lamps in the interior array. The 
lamp-packing fraction is 1.175. Each lamp in the interior array is wrapped 
with a grounded Nichrome wire to enhance triggering. Blast windows of a 
water-white float glass 0.25 in. thick are mounted on both sides of the 
interior arrays and on one side of the exterior arrays. Reflectors are used on 
only the exterior arrays and are simple searchlight reflectors, the center of 
each lamp located at one-half of the radius of its individual reflector cusp. 
The reflectors are dip-coated silver, >95% reflecting over the entire pump 

L 

spectrum, 400-900 nm. + 
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Plan view 

Perspective view 

Fig. 44.12 
Schematic of the MSA. The top and bottom reflectors and the near-side flash lamps 
are not shown for clarity. Note that the central flash-lamp array has twice the packing 
density of the outboard arrays. 

Input beam 

MSA t 
Output beam 

20 mrad 

Fig. 44.13 
Angular double passing of the MSA. The 11 - 
m propagation distance and the 20-mrad angle G2954 
between input and output beams allows for a 
separation of 6.4 cm between beam edges. 

Four lamps are connected in series and driven by one pulse forming a 
networkconsisting ofa 100-pF capacitor and a 278-pH inductor. The lamps 
are also preionized3 by a weak discharge initiated 200 ps  prior to initiation 
of the main discharge. The design-charging voltage is 21.5 kV for a total 
nominal capacitor-bank energy of 924 kJ. This bank energy will be referred 
to as "100% nominal bankenergy" throughout the remainder of this article. 
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Experimental 
Two sets of energy-transport measurements were made: small- and 

large-signal gain. These can be self-consistency checked with a Frantz- 
~ o d v i k ~  model of the amplifier, coupled with a knowledge of the losses in 
the amplifier. These measurements were done as a function of percent bank 
energy. This yielded valuable information on the dynamics of the pumping 
process. 

The small-signal gain was measured with the apparatus shown in Fig. 
44.14. This apparatus measures the small-signal gain at three locations in 
one of the clear apertures. In all of the measurements reported here the 
small-signal gain was measured in the plane of incidence of the disks 
(horizontal). The locations were the center of the clear aperture and 1.0 cm 
from the edge of the clear aperture. A polarized cw Nd:YLF oscillator 
operating on the 1.054-ym transition is split three ways. Each of the three 
beams then double passes the amplifier. The return beam is first dispersed 
with a grating to reduce the spectrally near fluorescence. The beam is then 
reflected from a 1 -ym mirror to limit the amount of flash-lamp light seen 
by the detector. Each beam is spatially filtered with a 1-mrad cutoff full 
angle before detection to further limit both fluorescent light and lamp light. 
Large-area photodiodes with ameasured lle response time of 2 ys  detected 
the signals. A fourth identical photodiode monitored the Nd:YLF laser 
output as a reference. 

Fig. 44.14 
Schematic of the small-signal-gain measurement apparatus. The cw Nd:YLF laser is 
split into three beams that probe different locations within the same aperture. The 
return signals are filtered spectrally with gratings and spatially filtered before 
detection. 



Fig. 44.15 
Schematic of the large-signal-gainexperiment. 
The 90-mm output of beamline 6-2 of the 
OMEGA laser system was magnified by 2, 
turned, further magnified by 1.10, and turned 
into the amplifier. The output of the amplifier 
was spatially filtered by anfl l4  filter with a 
475-pad full-angle cutoff. 
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Signals from the large-area photodiodes were digitized by ~ e k t r o n i x ~  
2440 oscilloscopes with 500 megasample-per-second maximum-digitizing 
rate. Signals were digitized into 2-ms, 1024 sample-record lengths with 
8-bit amplitude resolution. The 2.0-ms record length ensured that the entire 
temporal history of the gain and a portion of all signals prior to the initiation 
of the flash-lamp discharge were recorded. The signals were then Fourier 
transformed, filtered with a  lackm man^ filter whose cutoff frequency was 
100 kHz. A background "shot" was taken for each gain measurement. For 
the background shot, the cavity of the Nd:YLF was blocked and all of the 
above signals were recorded. This background included fluorescence from 
the amplifier and any non-cancelling noise. The background for each 
channel was subtracted from the data for that channel. The temporal 
variations of the Nd:YLF were removed by dividing each of the three signal 
channels by the reference channel. A 200-ps sample of each of the three 
channels prior to initiation of discharge was averaged and set equal to 
unity. The remainder of the data in that channel was multiplied by the so- 
determined constant to convert the data to small-signal gain. The estimated 
precision attained as a result of this procedure is f 1%. The gain of a 
reference 90-mm-rod amplifier could be routinely remeasured with this 
precision. 

For the large-signal-gain measurements the amplifier was deployed on 
the OMEGA laser system as shown in Fig. 44.15. The output of the 
OMEGA 90-mm-diam rods, after expansion to 160 mm by the output 
spatial filter, was turned 90" and further expanded to 180 mm by a Galilean 
expander. The 180-mm beam was turned 90" and double passed the 
amplifier. The output of the amplifier was spatially filtered in an fl14 
spatial filter with a 475-prad full-angle cutoff. The input and output en- 
ergies were measured calorimetric ally.^ The input energy was taken from 
an uncoated pickoff prior to the Galilean upcollimator. The output energy 
was taken from a similar uncoatedpickoff after the fll4 output spatial filter. 

Results 
The measured small-signal gain at three positions within one aperture of 

the MSA as a function of percent of nominal bank energy is shown in Fig. 

Energy, 

Beam 
dump 

-3 
f /  14 spatial filter Pickoff 

G2955 
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44.16. The small-signal design goal of 1 1.8 in double-pass was achieved at 
-65% of the nominal bank energy. The center of the aperture consistently 
displayed the highest gain. The edge of the aperture closest to the interior 
array was slightly higher in gain than the outboard array, lending support 
to reportsf' that the interior arrays are more efficient in pumping ~ d + 3 .  At 
high percentages of nominal bank energy, the main discharge often initi- 
ated before completion of the preionization. This reduced the maximum 
achieved gain and is in part responsible for the deviation from linearity in 
Fig. 44.16. 

1 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

% bank energy 

Edge of disk; 
center array 

8 Center of disk 

A Edge of disk; 
outside array 

Fig. 44.16 
The small-signal gain of the three locations plotted versus percent nominal bank 
energy. The small-signal design goal of 1 1.8 was achieved at 65% of the design-bank 
energy. 

The overall storage efficiency, defined as stored energy in the glass 
divided by the stored energy on the capacitor bank, is shown in Fig. 44.17 
plotted versus the stored fluence per disk. The stored fluence per disk is the 
stored energy-per-unit-beam-area per disk. Also shown on this same plot 
is the performance of several other disk amplifiers, both standard box 
design and MSA. All of these plots are based on an assumed stimulated- 
emission cross section of 3.5 x crn2. The plot displays the character- 
istic high-cavity efficiency at lower lamp loadings due to reduced cavity 
opacity and declining efficiency as the gain increases, the cavity opacity 
increases, and amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) begins to become 
significant. The high cavity-transfer efficiency near the design goal of 
2.06 ~ / c m ~  (0.34 ~/cm3) is particularly surprising since this MSA used a 
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Fig. 44.17 circular clear aperture instead of a square clear aperture. It is evident that the 
Disk-amplifier storage efficiencies plotted improved packing and reduced losses of the MSA architecture can result in 
versus the stored fluence per disk. The stored improved amplifier efficiency. 
fluence per disk is the stored energy-per-unit- 
beam-area per disk. The MSA architecture is 
very efficient relative to other disk amplifiers The large-signal gain of the MSA plotted versus percent nominal bank 
in the regi0n interest 2.0 'Icm2. energy is shown in Fig. 44.18. The drive into the amplifier from the OMEGA 

laser system was held constant at 13W6 J for this series. An output of 
950 J was achieved at 70% of nominal bank energy. This actually out- 
performed the design goal of 1000-J output with 185-J drive at 100% of 
nominal bank energy. 

One additional observation not widely reported previously was that for a 
period of 1 to 2 s following a high bank-energy shot, the amplifier cavity was 
observed to glow with a bluish color. The glow decayed slowly enough to 
permit photographing the amplifier using no other light source. It is presently 
hypothesized that the glow is due to the auroral bands of N2. 

Conclusion 
The MSA has been demonstrated at full scale as a particularly efficient 

amplifier. Storage efficiencies in excess of 4% have been achieved with 
good gain uniformity. These measurements support the choice of the MSA 
architecture for an LMF-scale facility. 
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1 30+6-J drive 
Design goal: 

1000 J at 185-5 drive 
at 100% design-bank energy 
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l .D Disk Amplifier Design for the OMEGA Upgrade 

The OMEGA Upgrade will use as its final amplifier a disk amplifier with 
a single 20-cm clear aperture as shown in Fig. 44.19. A single-, rather than 
a multiple-aperture amplifier such as the multisegmented amplifier (MSA), 
is chosen in order to permit adjustment of individual amplifier gains for 
power balance1 on target. This final amplifier is designed with several 
unique goals in mind. First, in keeping with LLE's direct-drive mission, it 
must have superior wave-front and polarization characteristics. Second, 
because of the anticipated pulse widths in the OMEGA Upgrade, it must be 
a short-pulse amplifier; that is, it must emphasize gain over efficiency. 
Third, it must be designed for minimum maintenance over a lifetime in 
excess of 20,000 shots. A prototype amplifier has been designed that 
incorporates the best aspects of existing designs213 and, in addition, makes 
some significant improvements. This article describes that amplifier and its 
projected performance. 

Requirements 
The 20-cm amplifier is driven by a 15-cm, four-disk amplifier. In this 

configuration it is required to produce 855 J in an 800-ps main pulse and, 
simultaneously, 200 J in a5-ns foot pulse by use of ~ o - ~ r o ~ a ~ a t i o n . 4 1 t  must 
do this with 370-J drive for the main pulse and 85-5 drive for the foot pulse. 
The first photon gain of the amplifier is required to be 3.0. These requirements 
are calculated by using a simple ~ r a n t z - ~ o d v i k ~  model of a saturating 

Fig. 44.19 
amplifier with a saturation fluence of 3.75 J/cm2. Storage efficiency, while 

The 20-cm, four-disk amplifier. Note that the not as important a consideration as gain-per-unit path in glass, should not 

transverse flash lamps have been removed for be less than 1 % for Cost considerations. Passive losses are specified to give 
clarity. the amplifier a 96% transmission. 

\ lamps omitted for clarity 
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The amplifier wave front is expected to be no worse than 0.35 A rms at 
1 pm. In addition to the amplifier wave front at the gain peak (prompt wave 
front), longer-term (-1-h or steady-state) variations due to post-shot 
radiative exchange and cumulative shot effects must be minimized in order 
to meet a one-shot-per-hour repetition rate. Current OMEGA operations 
are in excess of this rate and the upgrade is planned to be comparable to 
present OMEGA operations. 

Birefringence in the amplifier manifests itself as a spatial beam-intensity 
modulation and a passive loss both in the amplifier and at the frequency- 
conversion crystals. The specification of 3.0 nm/cm is driven by the 
stringent requirement for 3 x 10-4 fractional depolarization at the fre- 
quency-conversion crystals. The specification of 3.0 nmlcm is an optimum 
chosen between what is available at reasonable cost from vendors and the 
contrast and additional cost of a large-aperture polarizer at the frequency 
convertors. Birefringence, especially cumulative, also affects the 
repetition rate. 

Finally, although it is difficult to quantify, longevity is a major goal. 
This, understandably, has its origins in the requirement for high laser 
availability with low operating costs. There are a number of aspects to 
amplifier longevity. They include cleanliness, ease of routine service, and 
solarization resistance. Furthermore, adequate diagnostic capability must 
bebuilt into the system in order to accurately identify problems should they 
arise. 

Amplifier Description 
The amplifier consists of four disks of 3 wt% Nd:phosphate glass, 3.0cm 

thick. An even number of disks was chosen in order to obtain adequate gain 
at the 3.0-cm thickness. The 3.0-cm thickness, 3.0-wt% doping, and 
550-ps pump pulse width are optimized for high-gain-per-unit path in glass 
in order to minimize B-integral. A diagram of a disk is shown in Fig. 44.20. 
The disk is octagonal with 30" and 60" comers. The disk is clad with 
1-pm-absorbing, Cu-doped phosphate glass using a polymer-bonding 
technique.6 The thickness of the cladding glass has been increased to 
0.8 cm for an absorption-thickness product of 2.8 (3.5-cm-1 absorption). 
Distributing the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) energy over a 
greater thickness reduces the peak cladding temperature rise during a shot, 
thereby reducing the stress on the bond to the laser glass and the deformation 
induced in the laser glass by the expanding cladding.7 Superimposed on the 
disk in Fig. 44.20 is the elliptical projectionof the clear aperture. In the LLE 
design, additional laser glass (2.5 cm) has been left between the top and 
bottom edge of the clear aperture and the cladding in order to remove the 
area of greatest beam steering from the clear aperture. 

The laser disk is held in a disk frame (Fig. 44.21) that is an octagonal ring 
of 6061 -T6 aluminum, the same depth as the minimum disk thickness. The 
disk rests directly on the bottom inside of the ring. One side of the ring has 
a lip that forms the diskmask on one side of thedisk. A disk mask is attached 
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Fig. 44.21 

Fig. 44.20 
The clad 20-cm laser disk. The location of the clear aperture is marked by the ellipse 
on the disk face. 

Disk frame 

disk 

  he disk frame. The disk frame supports the 
disk and shields the cladding and extra laser 
glass from flash-lamp light. 

to the opposite side of the ring with four clevis-pin-held springs.8 The force 
exerted by the removable mask just equals the weight of the disk. Side-to- 
side motion of the disk is prevented by marcel springs. The complete spring 
loading of the disk insulates it from any mounting-induced deformations; 
in essence, the disk defines its own plane. To further alleviate any potential 
mounting deformations, the disk frame is mounted into the amplifier frame 
using a three-point kinematic mount. 

The amplifier frame is a four-part casting consisting of top, bottom, and 
end plates. End plates are pinned and bolted to the top and bottom plates. 
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Fig. 44.22 
The long-pump module. The long-pump 
module contains four brick assemblies of five 
flash lamps each. A simple flat reflector is 
behind thebricks. The pump module is purged 
with N2. The short-pump module is similar 
but contains only 10 lamps. 

The material is aluminum for lightness and ease of manufacturing. Stiff- 
ening ribs have been strategically located to reduce part bending and frame 
"torquing." Vertical members connect the top and bottom plates at loca- 
tions along the side of the amplifier where disk frame edges meet. V-groove 
blocks that support the disk frames bolt to the verticals. By separating the 
frame into four pieces acceptable rigidity is obtained with greatly improved 
ease of cleaning, assembly, and manufacturing. Disk frame assemblies 
containing the glass disks are easily loaded into the amplifier frame from 
the sides. The top and bottom frame members are covered by curved sheet- 
metal reflectors that are convex into the amplifier volume. Purge gas (clean 
N2 or clean air) is introduced into the amplifier cavity behind the upper 
reflector. Protective blast windows mount to the sides of the amplifier 
frame. These windows reflect the acoustic wave generated by firing the 
flash-lamp arrays and isolate the clean interior of the amplifier. 

Pump modules (Fig. 44.22) containing the flash lamps and their reflec- 
tors attach to the sides of the amplifier over the blast windows. Pump 
modules are either short or long types depending on whether a module 
pumps one or two disks. The modules are designed to unlatch and tilt away 
from the amplifier for in-situ replacement of failed flash lamps. (The am- 
plifier stays in place while a lamp module is replaced.) A long module 

lamps 
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contains 20 lamps and a short module contains 10, for a total of 80 
transverse-mounted lamps in the amplifier. The lamps are mounted on 
1.341 -in. centers. Five lamps are connected in series to make a brick. One 
pulse-forming network (PFN) drives one brick. The individual lamps are 
1.9-cm bore with a 10-in. arc length. The lamps are water cooled and 
cooling is series connected within a brick. A brick is the smallest serviceable 
component on the in-system amplifier. New brick assemblies are built up 
off-line in a clean room and are readily installed into amplifiers that may be 
as high as 3.5 m above the laser bay floor. Simple flat reflectors are used in 
the pump module because of the close spacing of the water-jacketed lamps. 

Water cooling of flash lamps has been retrofitted into existing disk 
amplifiers at other laboratories.9 Water cooling has been specified in this 
amplifier for a number of reasons. First, it virtually eliminates catastrophic 
lamp failures without having to test every lamp for infant mortality. 
Second, it allows the use of much-lower-cost lamp-seal technologies such 
as solder-seal or hard-seal lamps instead of reentrant- or reverse-reentrant- 
seal lamps. Third, it eliminates the post-shot thermal-soak problem where 
heat from the lamp walls is radiatively transported to the laser disks causing 
additional disk deformation. Fourth, in high-voltage systems, deionized 
water is an excellent insulator, eliminating corona and flashover problems. 1'3 
Deionized water has also been successfully used on the rod-geometry 
amplifiers in the current OMEGA laser system. 

Transverse mounting permits locating the lamps much closer to the disks 
than is possible with longitudinal lamps. This is especially true since the 
disks have extra glass and concomitant larger holders in order to keep 
cladding-induced disk deformations out of the clear aperture. Ray-tracing 
calculations indicate that the improvement in a new (i.e., untarnished 
reflectors) amplifier is -4% in stored energy density for transverse versus 
longitudinal lamps. The difference between transverse and longitudinal 
efficiencies can be expected to increase with amplifier age. The transverse 
mounting with its compact 8 x 21 x 2-in. flash-lamp brick is also vastly 
more serviceable than the 1 x 65-in. glass and quartz assemblies that would 
be required for the longitudinal case. Furthermore, the vertical mounting of 
the lamps avoids the horizontal, longitudinal case tendency of the water 
jacket to sink and the flash lamp to float. 

Each flash-lamp brick is driven by a single-mesh L-C circuit of 210 p F  
and 160 pH. Nominal charging voltage is 14.1 kV. The same pulse-forming 
networks will be used for the 15-cm disk amplifier. The lamps will be 
triggered by "ringing up" the lamp-cable capacitance. The PFN's are 
individually equipped with current monitors so that misfiring bricks may be 
readily identified. In addition to the main discharge, all lamps will be 
preionizedl l 100-200 ps  prior to the initiation of the main discharge in 
order to increase Nd+3-pumping efficiency, reduce hard-UV emission, and 
reduce lamp-wall stresses. 
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Calculated Amplifier Performance 
Calculations made to estimate amplifier performance have concentrated 

on beam-quality issues associated with the amplifier: gain uniformity, 
beam steering, focusing, etc. Gain uniformity and disk deformation require 
a knowledge of the spatial distribution of either heat or inversion through- 
out the amplifier. Monte-Carlo pump-light ray tracing12t13 has provided 
a useful tool to determine the spatial distribution of inversion. Using the 
proportionality constant X,14 the deposited heat may also be estimated. 

Symmetry in the amplifier can be used to reduce the ray-tracing problem 
to only one quadrant of the amplifier. Two million rays at 200 wavelengths 
are traced in a typical single-quadrant calculation. S and P average polar- 
ization properties are used. Arbitrary reflection/refraction properties may 
be assigned to surfaces. Similarly, arbitrary absorption/emission charac- 
teristics may be assigned to any volume. The capability to model spectral 
shifts is important in estimating aging effects where materials solarize, 
reflectors tarnish, etc. 

The ray-tracing results show that the two interior disks are much more 
uniformly pumped than the two end disks. This is shown in Figs. 44.23(a) 
and 44.23(b). The plot is of average relative stored-energy density for each 
cm of the 3-cm disk thickness. The large variation across the disk thickness 
is of little importance because the beam propagates across this gradient. 
The variation along the disk major axis is, however, critical. This deter- 
mines the gain uniformity across the clear aperture of the amplifier and the 
disk bending. The two innermost (interior) disks are uniformly pumped 
across the major axis to within the error bars of the code f 8%. The majority 
of the gain variation and disk bending comes from the two end (exterior) 
disks, which exhibit a 40% variation across their exterior sides. The 
thickness-averaged stored-energy density is more uniform resulting in less 
aperture variation. 

The normalized, calculated, small-signal gain profile for the amplifier is 
shown in Fig. 44.24. The 15% variation from side to side in the horizontal 
direction is typical of disk amplifiers with an even number of disks.15 The 
gain variation in the vertical direction is typically at least a factor of 3 
smaller. The horizontal gain variation can be significantly flattened by 
orienting the 15-cm-driver disk amplifier to have its "hot" side in series 
with the 20-cm cold side. The resultant stage small-signal gain profile is 
shown in Fig. 44.25. 

Since the deposited heat is, to first order, proportional to the stored- 
energy density, the calculated stored-energy profile may be used as input 
to a model of the disk surface displacement. A two-dimensional model of 
the disk cross section on the major axis was constructed. The deposited heat 
was assumed to be identically zero outside of the disk clear aperture. This 
model used the plane-strain approximation wherein the disk is assumed to 
be infinite in the vertical direction. Spring-support boundary conditions 
were used on the disk edges in simulation to model the actual disk mounting 
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Fig. 44.23 
Calculated relative stored-energy density 
along the major axis of the interior (a) and 
exterior (b) disks. Variation along the major 
axis affects disk bending and gain uniformity. 
The large variation across the disk thickness 
is unimportant. The interior disk is uniform to 
withink8% along the major axis. The change 
along the major axis of the exterior disk will 
account for nearly all of the amplifier's gain 
asymmetry and wave front. 

as accurately as possible. The biharmonic equation16 was then solved for 
the Airy stress potential17 via a finite-element method. Linear elastic- 
constitutive relations of the glass are used to obtain the displacement field. 
The solution was checked to ensure that the boundary conditions were 
satisfied. 
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Fig. 44.24 
Calculated small-signal gain of the 20-cm 
amplifier versus aperture. 

Aperture (horizontal) (cm) 
Calculated combined small-signal gain of the 
15- and 20-cm amplifiers. The resultant gain 
is uniform to within k7%. 
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If the displacements of the two surfaces are nearly parallel the effect is 
a bending of the disk (excepting the trivial case of a uniform expansion of 
the disk). The sensitivity to bending is greatly increased because the disk 
is at Brewster's angle (see Fig. 44.26). A bending of the disk in the plane 
of incidence to a constant radius of curvature causes a whole-beam steering. 
Any variations in the radius of curvature cause h~gher-order aberrations. 
These conclusions assume that the coefficient of optical path for the glass 

I 
is small (<1.0 x 10-6 "C) and that stress-optic effects are negligible. The 

3 beam steering 6 is given by18 
'*, 

where n is the refractive index, t is the disk thickness, and R is the radius of 
curvature of the bent disk. 

n = Index of refraction 
t = Disk thickness 

R = Radius of curvature 

Fig. 44.26 
Beam steering due to disk bending. 

A plot of surface displacements for the end disks is shown in Fig. 44.27. 
For this set of conditions the disk displacements are small (-1 pm) and the 
disk bends with the concave surface out (toward the end of the amplifier). 
The associated wave front for the amplifier is shown in Fig. 44.28 and is 
seen to consist of primarily a beam steering in the horizontal plane 
(-2.5 p a d )  and a very weak astigmatism. Note that these results were 
obtained with a two-dimensional model. Work is continuing on a three- 
dimensional model to determine the surface displacements along the 
vertical direction. 
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Fig. 44.27 
Surface displacement in microns versus ap- 
erture in the horizontal direction. The outside 
of the amplifier is down in this diagram. 

Fig. 44.28 
The calculated wave front in the horizontal 
direction due to prompt disk bending. The 
beam propagates up in this diagram. The 
wave front consists primarily of a pointing 
change and an astigmatic component. 
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Beam steering due to ASE heatingof the cladding glass is not anticipated 
to be a problem during a shot. The results of a calculation of the surface 
displacement induced by the cladding expansion is shown in Fig. 44.29. 
The previously described extra 2.5 cm of laser glass removes the distorted 
region from the clear aperture. Further calculations are underway to assess 
the heat removal from the cladding region through the disk masks. 

The prompt thermally induced bending of the disks is not the only 
contributor to the wave-front error of the amplifier. Disk-finishing errors, 
acoustic effects, etc., also occur. One realization of the passive wave front 
of the amplifier due to finishing errors is shown in Fig. 44.30 where the 
interferometrically measured19 passive wave fronts of four of the MSA 
disks were added to estimate the passive wave front of the single-seg- 
mented amplifier (SSA). The MSA disks are slightly thicker (3.3 cmversus 
3.0 cm) and slightly larger (24-cm versus 20-cm clear aperture). Therefore, 
the resultant summation will be a slightly conservative estimate of the 
passive wave front. The wave-front rolloff near the edge in the horizontal 
direction is characteristic of polishing finite plates. The peak-to-valley 
wave front is -0.25 Aat 1 pm, substantially below the specification for total 
wave front (both active and passive). 

Fig. 44.29 
The calculated surface displacement due to 
heated cladding. The edge of the clear aper- 
ture, indicated in the diagram, is well removed 
from the region of greatest steering. 
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Fabrication errors are correlated 

Spec: A/9 at 0.6328-pm P-V 

G2967 

Fig. 44.30 
Interferometrically measured wave front of 
four multisegmented amplifier (MSA) disks 
in series. Although these disks are slightly 
larger and slightly thicker than the 20-cm 
amplifier disks, they are indicative of what 
can be expected from the passive 20-cm am- 
plifier. 

The use of pyrexB20 water jackets on the cerium-doped quartz flash 
lamps initially offered the opportunity to eliminate blast windows, thereby 
reducing costs. It was hypothesized that the Pyrex@ UV-absorption edge, 
which covered the UV window in the cerium-doped quartz absorption at 
-250 nm, would eliminate any UV light in the amplifier that molecular 
oxygen might absorb. Time-resolved interferometric measurements of the 
atmosphere above a flash-lamp array operated at the equivalent-energy 
level of the SSA revealed the existence of significant optical-path distur- 
bances as shown in Fig. 44.31. Replacement of the atmosphere with pure 
Nz did not affect the result. It is currently hypothesized that these distur- 
bances are due to simple acoustic waves rather than UV absorption. This 
hypothesis is supported by the significant reduction of the effect when a 
blast window is reintroduced as shown in Fig. 44.32. The blast window 
should act as an acoustic-impedance mismatch, keeping most of the 
acoustic energy in the pump module. As a result of these measurements, the 
20- and 15-cm disk amplifiers used on the OMEGA Upgrade will have blast 
windows. 

Conclusion 
The OMEGA Upgrade will use a 20-cm, single-aperture disk amplifier 

as the final amplifier. In keeping with LLE's direct-drive mission, special 
emphasis has been placed on understanding the amplifier's gain uniformity 
and wave-front quality before actual constructionof hardware. Construction 
of the prototype amplifier will take place in the last quarter of 1990. Testing 
of the prototype will begin in the first quarter of 1991. Results of the testing 
will be reported in a future LLE Review article. 



Fig. 44.3 1 
The measured wave front above a 30-cm 
section of a flash-lamp array without a blast 
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window. The bottom of the beam (closest to 
the array) is in the foreground. 

Fig. 44.32 
The measured wave front above a 30-cm 
section of a flash-lamp array with a blast 
window. The bottom of the beam (closest to 
the array) is again in the foreground. The 
remaining wave front is comparable to that of 
the empty interferometer. 
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Section 2 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENTS 

2.A Development of Optical Coatings 

for the OMEGA Upgrade 

An intensive in-house effort in the past year has produced coatings and 
devices that will survive the peak 35 1-nm fluence expected in the OMEGA 
Upgrade. The stringent ultraviolet requirements for the upgrade stem from 
the decision to place the frequency-conversion crystals in the laser bay 
(rather than at the target chamber).l At that time, only one report of 
satisfactory laser-damage thresholds for 351-nm high reflectors existed.2 
Reports of satisfactory distributed phase plates (DPP's) did not exist, and 
tests indicated the thresholds of existing designs would not suffice. 
Modification of the laser beam-transport-system design (see Section 1 .A, 
this issue) lowered the thresholds from those listed in the Preliminary 
Design Document.1 These new thresholds are listed in Table 44.111. As 
seen in the table, fluences in the blue were lowered for high reflectors and 
DPP's, but remained the same for antireflection coatings. 

The pending need for upgrade coatings dictated the development of 
improved coating technologies. Since we investigated variations on 
established methods, issues other than damage, such as scale-up to large 
apertures, optical performance, andenvironmental performance, are assumed 
to be known and previously addressed by the optical community. Optical 
coating of high reflectors by evaporation is the most common technique 
used for high-energy lasers. Wereport oncoatings using standardevaporation 
methods and on those using an ion-assisted deposition (IAD) technique. 
Sol-gel deposition methods are the preference for antireflection coating. 
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Development of a sol-gel coating capability and related damage-test results 
are reported for various substrates. Finally, development of an etching 
technique for DPP's that can handle substantially higher fluences than 
previous designs is described. 

Development Procedure 
The study began by choosing materials and process variables that gave 

favorable results in the past, then depositing and damage testing the 
coating. Favorable results were explored further. Generally, no attempt was 
made to further characterize the coating or understand the reason for the 
performance. While this approach is not scientifically satisfying, it is avery 
effective development method when the in-house coating and damage test 
groups can closely collaborate. Also, since there is no well-established set 
of precursors to laser damage, testing remains the only reliable measure of 
the reliability of a coating in a large laser system. 

Coatings were deposited on well-characterized, 5-cm-diam substrates of 
either BK-7, Pyrex@, or fused silica. Each substrate was cleaned using 
equipment and procedures established for cleaning the large substrates 
used on OMEGA. The aqueous process uses a series of mechanical scrubs, 
rinses, and soaks inultrasonic baths. The final rinse with 18-ML2 water takes 
place in a class-10 clean-room environment where the substrate is left to 
dry. The 54-in. and 28-in. deposition chambers used for this study were 
both equipped with electron-beam evaporation sources for reactive-gas 
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(oxygen) evaporation. With the exception of some of the ion-assisted 
coatings, all substrates were held at 200°C during deposition. This is based 
upon in-house experience and an extensive parameter study with tantalum 
pentoxide,3 which gave the best damage results for low substrate tem- 
peratures. These low temperatures also reduce the possibility of coating 
fracture. The other deposition parameters were adjusted to give low 
average absorption for thin films in the 300- to 400-nm range. 

All coatings were tested in the LLE damage test facility with 35 1 -nm, 
0.7-11s FWHM pulses. Both 1 -on- 1 and N-on- 1 testing were performed on 
the samples. In 1-on-1 testing (see Fig. 44.33), a new site is chosen for each 
laser shot. A minimum of ten sites are usually examined. The 1-on-1 
damage threshold is defined as the average of the highest nondamaging 
fluence and the lowest damaging fluence seen in all sites. In N-on-1 testing, 
one site is subjected to successive laser pulses, each one increasing in 
fluence above the previous pulse until damage is observed. Three to ten 
sites are tested in this manner, and the fluences at which damage occurs are 
averaged to give the N-on-l damage threshold. N-on-1 testing is more 
typical of the operation of a large laser facility, demonstrating a hardening 
effect in the tested ~ u r f a c e . ~  ~ a m a ~ e  is assumed to have occurred whenever 
a new scatter site appears within a 100 x 100-pm area observed under dark- 
field incandescent illumination. 

351 nm, 0.7-11s pulse 

I-on-1 testing 

fluence ~h~~ Damage 

/ 
New site for each shot 

G2861 

N-on-1 testing 

"ramp up" I' 

Increase fluence on 
successive shots at 
same sites 

Fig. 44.33 
In 1 -on-1 testing (left) a site is subjected to laser radiation, examined, then the process 
is repeated at a higher fluence on a new site until damage is observed on several sites. 
In N-on-1 testing (right), the fluence is gradually increased at a single site. Between 
each laser pulse, the surface is examined for damage. 
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High Reflectors for 351 nm 
Two pieces of equipment were used to produce high-reflector coatings: 

a 54-in.-wide chamber with a planetary-substrate rotation (for high unifor- 
mity on large substrates) and a 28-in.-wide system with a single-substrate 
rotation. The two chambers allowed for two different approaches to achieve 
high damage thresholds; a materialsldesign survey was conducted in the 
larger coater, while the smaller coater concentrated on one pair of materials 
under different process conditions. The effects of oxygen-ion assist were 
primarily investigated in the smaller chamber with the best results later 
repeated in the larger chamber. Typical deposition parameters for some 
materials are given in Table 44.IV. The results from the materialsldesign 
survey are reported first. 

Table 44.IV: Depositionparametersforvarioushigh-reflectorcoatingmaterials- 
200°C substrate temperature. 

Deposition Rate O2 Backpressure 
Material A/s (Mbar) I 

SiO, 5 4 x lo-5 

MgF2 5 none 

'2'3 2 1.2 x 1 0 - ~  

"2'3 1.5 1.7 x 
z r 0 2  2 1.3 x 
Hf02 0.5 1.7 x 

Ta205 1-2 1.8 x 

G3015 

Laser-damage thresholds (LDT) of single layers of materials do not 
correlate well with thresholds of those same materials in multilayer de- 
signs.5 Therefore, we tested only high-reflector designs, choosing mate- 
rials that had shown potential for high LDT at 35 1 nm in other studies. All 
of the coatings were made to meet component specification for the OMEGA 
Upgrade; blue reflectors were designed to have reflectivity greater than 
0.995 for both polarizations at the given incidence angle. Thus, while the 
coatings may physically differ in the number of layers, they all are 
functionally equivalent. 

The N-on-1 results of the first set of coatings are shown in Fig. 44.34. 
The threshold is identified by the circle or triangle, and the error bars 
represent one standard deviation for the measuremsnts on each sample. 
Yttrialsilica designs were considered because they can be stripped from a 
surface without repolishing.6 Despite considerable effort, these coatings 
never achieved acceptable thresholds. Scandia and zirconia-based coatings 
performed well, as they had in other studies,2 with scandia/silica coatings 
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N-on-1 results for HR's at 351 nm (0.7 ns) 

A Reduced E-field 
design 

Standard design 

Upgrade - I  rn goal 
- 

f 
A* - 

* ZrO2 / SiO2 / MgF2 
Y203 Zr02  Zr02  Zr02  Hf02 Sc2o3 design 

Si02  Si02  MgF2 Si02  SiO2 Si02 

28" chamber 54" chamber 

Fig. 44.34 
N-on- 1 laser damage test (LDT) results for amaterials study withevaporated coatings 
in two different chambers. The design requirement for the OMEGA Upgrade is 
indicated by the dotted line. The error bars show a one-standard deviation of the data 
from the mean. 

exceeding the upgrade goal considerably. There are several noteworthy 
results in this data: (1) hafnialsilica coatings performed very well contrary 
to previous results2; (2) zirconia/magnesium fluoride coatings also had 
high thresholds except for a hybrid material design; (3) the best results came 
from designs with reduced electric field in the outer four layers; and (4) the 
data suggest that coatings made in the larger chamber have higher thresh- 
olds. The difference seen between the chambers may be attributed to 
variations in process parameters for the two systems. 

Design variations using reduced E-fields and starting materials were 
investigated for the promising hafnialsilica combination in the 54-in. 
chamber. Reduced E-field designs of high reflectors7 have exhibited 
higher damage thresholds in other ~ t u d i e s . ~  In these designs, the time- 
averaged electric-field intensity is reduced in the most damage-prone 
material, which is hafnia in the current coatings. The peak electric-field 
intensity is also moved from the interface into the low-index layer where the 
damage resistance may be greater. Our data, seen in Fig. 44.35, tends to 
agree with these premises. The highest thresholds in this study were 
consistently produced by reduced E-field designs. 
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At the time of this study, one vendors supplied two grades of hafnia 
(standard grade and UV grade). Spectrographic analysis showed the UV 
grade had significantly less titanium and zirconium contamination and less 
tracecontaminants. Despite the lower contamination, Fig. 44.35 shows that 
for a standard high-reflector (HR) design there was actually a slight 
decrease in the threshold for the more pure hafnia, while no perceived 
difference was observed for the reduced E-field designs between the two 
materials. This was an intriguing result since spectroscopy confirmed that 
the UV-grade hafnia did have a lower absorption edge, which typically 
corresponds to a higher laser-damage threshold. 

N-on-1 results 

* * 
I 

Standard Reduced E-field 
G2973 

R egular-grade 
hafnia 

UV-grade 
hafnia 

30" angle of 
incidence 

Low-energy 
ion assist 

Fig. 44.35 
Laser damage test (LDT) results for hafnia-silica high reflectors. The combination of 
a reduced E-field design and ion assist produced the most consistent results in this 
study. 

Coatings using magnesium fluoride as the low-index material were 
made with zirconia or hafnia as the high-index material. The zirconia 
coatings produce the highest thresholds for any HR made in the smaller 
chamber (Fig. 44.36). Oddly, the same coating made in the larger chamber 
performed poorly. The standard design with hafnia (UV grade) and 
magnesium fluoride also performed poorly at about 3 ~/cm2. The same 
materials in a reduced E-field design almost doubled in damage threshold 
(5.4 ~Icm2). The small error bar suggests that Hf02/MgF2 coatings may 
perform better than Sc021Si02 coatings on a laser system. These results 
show the magnesium-fluoride-based HR coatings are likely candidates for 
upgrade transport optics, but they require further study and process 
development. 
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N-on- 1 results 

Fig. 44.36 
Coatings produced with MgF2 for the low-index layer show significant variation in 
LDT. Both Zr02/MgF2 and Hf02/MgF2 high reflectors show promise for use at 
OMEGA Upgrade fluence levels. 

Special emphasis was placed on the use of scandium oxide since a 
significant amount of promising damage data has been obtained with this 
material. However, the cost of the material is so high that its use would be 
prohibitively expensive for the OMEGA Upgrade. In an attempt to reduce 
the cost of scandia coatings but still retain the best qualities of the material, 
we tested several hybrid designs. These consisted of a multilayer next to the 
substrate consisting of Hf02/Si02 (15 layers), followed by a 10-layer stack 
of a Sc203/Si02 multilayer. The damage-test results for a standard design 
and a reduced E-field design are seen in Fig. 44.37. Results for the same 
reactive-evaporation (RE) design, but with MgF2 substituted for the silica, 
are also given. The thresholds are unimpressive for most of these coatings 
with few exceeding the upgrade requirement. The unusually small error bar 
implies adistinct onset of damage, which may indicate adamage mechanism 
different from that in two-material HR's. Physical properties such as stress, 
hardness, and adhesion between layers are all probable causes for coating 
failure. It is possible the multiple material combinations exacerbate these 
problems. 

Most of the tested coatings meet OMEGA Upgrade optical and mechanical 
requirements. Some of the coatings made with magnesium fluoride are 
softer and scratch more easily, but survive well in a benign laboratory 
environment. Multilayers made with low-voltage ion assist are the hardest 
coatings. The most promising coatings are the hafnialmagnesium fluoride 
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Fig. 44.37 
The LDT of hybrid high reflectors using scandia as an upper-stack component. 
Although scandia generally provides a promising LDT in HR coatings, its perfor- 
mance in the hybrid-HR designs was disappointing. 

N-on-1 results 
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and hafnia/silica coatings. Future work will gather data for non-normal 
incidence-angle coatings for both hafnia designs and some zirconia designs. 
More data will be gathered to document differences in thresholds due to 
equipment used and method of operation. 

i 
4 1 -  

Ion Assist of High Reflectors 
Ion-assisted deposition (IAD) is a combination of evaporation and ion 

beam-sputtering techniques. In a standard evaporation geometry (see Ref. 
9) with an electron-beam source, ions from a broad-beam source1O are 
directed toward the substrate. The ions with a kinetic energy about 100 
times higher than the evaporant ions can effect chemical and physical 
changes in the films. Resultant coatings have significantly altered structures, 
reduced void fractions, less roughness, and less absorption. To investigate 
the effect of ion assist on the damage threshold of HRcoatings we used low- 
energy (200-eV) oxygen ions. Structural changes to the film were kept to 
a minimum by maintaining low ion-beam currents. 

goal 
- 

Early tests with IAD coatings consistently gave poor damage results. 
Since average absorption in these films was measurably reduced, local 
contamination from the ion source was suspected of lowering the thresh- 
olds. The ion source consists of a discharge chamber with a tungsten 
filament, accelerator grids composed of graphite, and another tungsten 
filament for beam charge neutralization. To test for contamination, we ran 
the gun without using the accelerator grids (just the filaments on, producing 
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negligible grid erosion), and then with two levels of accelerator-grid 
erosion. The results for a zirconia/silica HR made in the 28-in. chamber are 
given in Fig. 44.38(a). A slight improvement in the damage threshold is 
seen for both the negligible- and low-erosion cases, while a steep drop in 
threshold was observed when the grid erosion was high. A final coating was 
made with a different gun equipped with molybdenum grids with settings 
to give low erosion. This coating gave the highest threshold for this material 
pair seen in the 28-in. chamber. 

The experiments with IAD were continued at this point on the larger, 
54-in. chamber with the molybdenum grid ion source. This chamber is 
equipped with a planetary-substrate rotation causing intermittent ion bom- 
bardment at the substrate level. The peak ion-beam flux impinging on the 
substrate was similar to the continuous flux measured in the smaller, 
28-in. chamber. Coatings with both negligible erosion and low-erosion 
IAD of Zr02/Si02 layers were found to have thresholds similar to conven- 
tionally deposited substrates [Fig. 44.38(b)]. A coating made with IAD of 
only the Zr02  layers had a slightly higher damage threshold than all other 
tested zirconialsilica coatings. These near-optimum IAD conditions were 
used to make the hafnialsilica reflectors already described in Fig. 44.35. 
While the superior damage performance of the hafnia coatings cannot be 
solely attributed to IAD, it is clear that no detrimental effects from IAD 
were observed. 

N-on-1 results (351 nm, 0.7 ns) 

Fig. 44.38 
LDT results for Zr02/Si02 coatings under various conditions of ion assist. Fig. 44.38(a) shows that 
contamination from graphite grids in the ion source was probably responsible for lower thresholds. Coatings 
made withmolybdenum grids showed the highest threshold for thesematerials in the28-in. chamber. Figure 
44.38(b) shows little change for the Zr02/Si02 HR when the ion source is operated continuously. However, 
operating the source during only the high-index Zr02 layer results in a higher threshold. 
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The use of IAD adds a large number of parameters to the deposition 
process, including ion-source design, electrical settings, and gas choice. By 
making reasonable choices for these parameters, guided by past experience 
with IAD-modified films and laser damage, we have made better films in 
terms of both damage resistance and mechanical properties. These films 
were made in a production-sized coater under intermittent bombardment. 
While scale-up of all properties still must be demonstrated, we believe this 
will be a straightforward extension of current technology. 

Sol-Gel Coatings 
Early tests of dielectric coatings made with physical vapor-deposition 

methods for OMEGA Upgrade applications were disappointing (Fig. 
44.39). Coatings using conventional, IAD, or reactive-ion plating (RIPD)~ 1 
did not meet threshold goals for the upgrade. Sol-gel coatings12 have been 
shown to meet both damage and optical requirements of laser systems 
similar to the OMEGA Upgrade. We tested several coatings supplied by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and Rutherford labs in 
England. All coatings had fairly good thresholds with two easily exceeding 
upgrade damage goals. A polymeric vapor-penetration barrier coat over 
one of the Rutherford samples (labeled COLSIIOC) drastically reduced the 
threshold. 

E-beam 1 IAD JRIPD 
- 

OC* t30 KDP 

Physical days 

vapor LLNL Colsi LLE 

Fig. 44.39 
LDT results of AR coating produced both by physical vapor-deposition techniques and sol-gel methods. 
Some of the sol-gel coatings were tested after a period in a laboratory environment. No degradation was 
observed in these coatings. All coatings were applied to silica substrates with the exception of the potassium 
di-hydrogen phosphate (KDP). 
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We developed a capacity to produce and purify the sol-gel solution, and 
spin a controlled thickness onto damage-test substrates. Coatings were 
applied to fused silica cleaned by the same aqueous method described for 
high reflectors. The coatings were spun in a class-100 clean room. Several 
pieces of potassium di-hydrogen phosphate (KDP) were also cleaned 
(using non-aqueous solvents) and sol-gel coated. The damage results for 
these samples (Fig. 44.39) show that most of these coatings tested well 
above OMEGA Upgrade requirements. Two samples were retested after 
standing exposed for 30 days in a typical laboratory environment. Neither 
coating exhibited deleterious effects after aging. 

Sol-gel development has continued with the emphasis on scale-up 
problems. A dip-tank arrangement has been assembled and successfully 
tested with substrates up to 30 cm in size. Small prototype tooling has been 
designed and tested for two-sided spin coating of substrates. Also, work is 
proceeding on design of full-size spinner tooling. Prototypes of bonded 
KDP crystals for the OMEGA Upgrade will be coated. To date, the bonding 
material integral to the design of the frequency-conversion crystals (FCC) 
has been analyzed and may prove to be a contamination problem for the sol- 
gel coating. Further development is required in this area. 

Distributed Phase Plates 
The existing distributed phase plates (DPP's) for the OMEGA laser were 

made by evaporating the phase-retardation pixels onto a flat optic through 
a patterned photoresist coating. l 3  These devices were adequate for current 
OMEGA peak fluences and had the advantage that the underlying 
antireflection and DPP coating could be removed. This process did not meet 
OMEGA Upgrade damage requirements as seen in Fig. 44.40. Damage 
tests were conducted on a patterned and unpatterned optic coated with an 
evaporated silica retardation layer. The antireflection coating was omitted 
to improve the damage characteristics of the device. All of these devices 
failed to exceed the damage criteria for the upgrade. 

The new method for fabricating DPP's involves etching the pattern into 
the silica substrate. The threshold of these etched devices should be higher 
since there is no possibility of trapping contaminants within or underneath 
an evaporated layer. Unless the substrate surface is damaged during the 
etching process, a threshold comparable to that of an uncoated fused-silica 
surface will be attained. The patterns were etched into photoresist-pat- 
terned substrates using the same ion sources as described in the section on 
IAD. The working gas for etching was argon, which assured a longer 
filament life for the ion sources. The substrates were rotated during 
deposition, and the ion source was pointed off center, which reduces the 
etch rate but provides for better uniformity across the plate. After etching, 
the photoresist is removed with a solvent, and the surface is cleaned. Both 
a sol-gel AR-coated and an uncoated etched DPP were laser-damage tested. 
Test sites included both the "on" and the "off' hexagons in the array. The 
thresholds (Fig. 44.40) are among the highest we have tested for any surface 
at 351 nm, 0.7 ns. The tests were limited by the failure of the index- 
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Fig. 44.40 
The thresholds of the distributed phase plates (DPP's) (left) are well below the 
required level, even in the ideal case of a Si02 layer directly deposited onto a silica 
substrate without apattem. Conversely, the thresholds of the etched DPP's approach 
those of polished uncoated surfaces. 

matching fluid for the rear surface of the optic, so only a lower bound on 
the threshold is available. The pixel edge structure is also an improvement 
over the old DPP's. The magnified edges of both the etched and evaporated 
DPP may be seen in Fig. 44.41. The smoother, well-defined edges of the 
etched DPP will reduce scatter and also reduce the effect of size mismatch 
between the on and the off pixels. There was no effect on the phase 
difference when the sol-gel AR was applied to the DPP. 

Future work on DPP's will focus on scale-up and etch-thickness control 
of the ion-etched DPP's. Up to now, damage-test pieces were created with 
a small, 3-cm ion source in a bell-jar vacuum system. Existing focused and 
defocused 8-cm ion sources will be characterized, modeled, and optimized 
for the best geometry for high uniformity across a clear aperture of 30 cm. 
The sources will be installed in existing chambers for uniformity testing 
and etch-rate measurement. A monitoring system will be developed for 
unattended automatic etching of the DPP. Photoresist coating and processing 
technology will also be developed for the upgrade apertures. 
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Etched DPP Evaporated DDD 

Fig. 44.4 1 
Etched DPP's have better edge definition (left) than DPP's made with the deposition 
process. Higher edge definition produces less scatter, especially in smaller DPP 
patterns. 

Conclusions and Further Study 
Small-scale prototypes of all 35 1 -nm components have been fabricated 

and have laser-damage thresholds exceeding the design requirements of the 
OMEGA Upgrade. Further testing and coating will provide better statistics 
for reflectors at bothnormal and high-incidence angles. Other considerations 
of scale-up such as scatter, stress, coating endurance, and damage properties 
of large aperture coatings will be explored. Development of sol-gel coating 
will continue with emphasis on the problems in coating the top-hat design 
of the KDP frequency-conversion crystals, large focusing aspheres, and 
blast windows and water jackets for the single-segmented disk amplifiers. 
Finally a significant effort will go into scaling the etched-DPP technology 
to OMEGA Upgrade-sized apertures. 
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Section 3 
NATIONAL LASER USERS FACILITY 
NEWS 

During the fourth quarter of FY90 A. Honig (Syracuse University) and 
H. Griem (University of Maryland) used the OMEGA laser facility for 
NLUF experiments. 

A. Honig and his group are testing the cold-entry target-handling system 
Honig has been developing for his spin-polarized D2 experiments. This 
system should prove to be useful for high initial density gas-filled plastic- 
shell targets as well as cryogenic-fuel targets. Initial problems have been 
solved and a target was centered in the OMEGA target chamber during the 
group's last visit to LLE. 

J. Moreno from H. Griem's group used a McPigs spectrograph to 
measure the time dependence of XUV emission from multilayer targets. The 
targets were fabricated at LLE for these experiments and included both solid 
glass spheres and glass shells with layers of plastic and metals. The spectral 
signature of the metal layers was measured as a function of the plastic-layer 
thickness. 
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Section 4 
LASER SYSTEM REPORT 

4.A GDL Facility Report 

In the first half of the fourth quarter of FY90, GDL was dedicated to only 
three user efforts: the x-ray laser experiments, the University of Illinois 
experiments, and the OMEGA Upgrade development studies. The x-ray 
laser shots were the last of a series devoted to resonantly photo-pumped 
x-ray lasers. G. Banas from the University of Illinois, in collaboration with 
H. E. Elsayed-Ali (LLE), performed NLUF experiments on laser hardening 
of materials. The upgrade development was the study of a prototype 
frequency-conversion crystal (FCC) that will be used in the OMEGA 
Upgrade. In the second half of the quarter, GDL was devoted (excluding laser 
shots) to thedevelopment of pulse-shaping technology, which will ultimately 
be used on OMEGA. 

A summary of GDL operation this quarter follows: 

Beamline Test, Calibration, Tuning, and 
Laser Alignment Shots 66 

Target Shots 
X-Ray Laser 19 
NLUF User 43 

OMEGA Upgrade FCC Tests 47 
TOTAL 175 
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4.B OMEGA Facility Report 

The OMEGA oscillator was converted to 50-MHz operation during the 
fourth quarter of FY90. This conversion enables it to be synchronized to 
either the GDL oscillator or the probe-beam oscillator. The conversion also 
incorporates an oscillator that is well baffled and shielded from air currents 
and has proved to be more stable than the previous 66-MHz oscillator. 

Progress was made on the new temporal fiducial beam used to provide a 
timing reference for the OMEGA target diagnostics. This fiducial uses a 
16-mm amplifier after the oscillator as a three-pass regenerative amplifier. 
The output of the amplifier is converted to the fourth harmonic of YLF and 
is then transported to the OMEGA target chamber. This fiducial is being 
optimized and readied for injection into the fiber-optic bundle coupled to the 
streak cameras on the target chamber. 

Target shots were undertaken in support of laser-plasma interaction 
experiments, gas-filled plastic-shell implosion experiments, and surrogate- 
cryogenic-shell implosion experiments. The OMEGA system had to be 
converted from a spherical-target facility to a flat-target facility for the laser- 
plasma interaction experiments. This required setting up the optics to redirect 
one of the OMEGA beams to act as an interaction beam, retiming of several 
OMEGA beams to optimize the formation of the plasma needed for the 
measurement, and synchronization of the OMEGA oscillator with the probe- 
beam oscillator. Both the gas-filled plastic shells and the CD (cryogenic 
surrogate) shell targets are in support of the ongoing yieldldensity programs. 

A shot summary for the OMEGA laser this quarter is as follows: 

Driver Line 90 
Laser Test 72 
Target 202 
Software - 9 

TOTAL 373 
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